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What is abundance?
Abundance is the plentiful bounty that is the nature of Divine Mother’s
Grace.
What are the different types of abundance?
Abundance can come in many forms, including physical, emotional, mental,
spiritual, financial, relational, career opportunities, and so much more. It
could be a friend when you’re lonely or when you need a shoulder to cry
upon, a spouse when you are looking for partnership, a child when you
want a family, a job to help you pay the bills, a spiritual teacher who comes
into your life when you most need it, freedom from illnesses and living in
vibrant physical health or a positive and joyful mind, and SO much more.
This list can go on and on.
Are there different principles to these varied forms of abundance?
The forms may be varied but the principles are the same.
Can you give us an example?
Children know that if they ask their mother to give them something, their
mother will only give that which will serves the child’s highest good and all
that the child needs. More often than not, the child doesn’t always know
what is best for itself. What is just a desire of the mind’s greed but is not
good for the child’s life will be withheld. This does not make the mother
unkind, but rather just manifesting tough love to teach the child that the
mother has the child’s best interest at heart.
Same with the Divine Mother and with humans. The Divine Mother and
Mother Nature always know what is best for us, no matter what we think.
We are not alone in the Universe, Nature is always guiding us. Although we
may feel that we are alone, or that life is working against us, this is not the

reality of our situation. It’s about learning to be kind and gentle with
ourselves as we learn to co-create with Mother Nature so that we can
receive the greater abundance that is designed for us. This is the Law of
Plenty.
Can you speak more about the Law of Plenty?
The Law of Plenty is a demonstration of living in the state of Christ
Consciousness. This is bringing us into living with the consciousness that
all we need is supplied by the Divine, and the more that we trust, surrender
and have faith, the more abundance will come into our life. Not only will our
needs be fulfilled but we will be presented with an overflow beyond our
needs, a life of infinite abundance, infinite possibilities and infinite
opportunities. It’s the remembrance that abundance is our Divine Birthright.

Can you speak more about our Divine Birthright?
The nature of the Soul is a manifestation, a part of the omni-present, allpervading totality of Self. From this perspective, everything is contained
within us. The entire Universe and all of Its parts are contained within us.
Since we live in an abundant Universe, all abundance is our Divine birthright.
Abundance is one of the qualities and aspects of the Divine. It is in our
Divine Nature to be abundant. It is our disconnection from our Divine
Nature and the separation from our “human world” model that has left us
devoid and robbed of our birthright.
Scarcity consciousness is coming from the illusion, delusion and magic
spell that is cast upon our world of separation and lack when in reality on
the higher levels this Earth is merely a school and we are here to learn our
lessons.
We have been bred into the illusion and sold – hook, line and sinker – the
model of limitation. This in turn breeds a deeper state of “lack
consciousness” which may be taken into the grave and passed along to
children and descendants. It’s sad because so many humans lead a life of
suffering because of the mass cloaks of illusion that have been spun to
lead us to believe that we are alone, separate, in lack and that there is a

limited supply and that we have to fight for anything and everything we can
get.

What is the soul’s perspective of Abundance?
I spoke about this very thing last month. Everything in the Universe is our
Divine Birth Right and is a manifestation of our Self. It is the opposite of
greed and selfish gain. The soul knows that everything is a part of us and
therefore does not need to own it, possess it, control it or fight over it.
Because everything is already contained in the Soul. It doesn’t need to gain
anything because it already Is It. We see this example in all of the
indigenous cultures.

So the mess that humanity is in right now – how did we get here? And
how we perceive our world right now.
We got here because humanity forgot its Divine Nature and its infinite
abundant supply that’s available to us, and went into fear, greed, control,
separation, lack, limitation and ownership. This created a great set-back
and a very challenging situation for humanity.
Because of the model of lack and limitation, we cannot advance as a
species. This is deeply affecting Nature, causing the planet and its natural
resources to diminish at an alarming rate. It’s up to us to step away from
the destruction, the overuse and misuse to help Nature.
We must come together in humanity as One to save the Earth, to reverse
the destruction and regenerate the Earth’s abundant resources.
We must dedicate ourselves to the regeneration of Nature and to the
abundance of Nature by allowing Nature to prosper, multiply and flourish.
Why did humanity forget its Divine Nature?
Humanity chose to forget because it is part of the experiment with the
human race to see what would happen if we forgot our true nature. It is
designed to learn through limited consciousness to awaken slowly in this
earthly school. It’s very dense down here so the opportunity to awaken is
quite incredible and very unique.

We chose as a race to have free will and to learn through the limitations of
lack. Because ultimately we wake up from this illusion and remember who
we are is not limited by this form, this lifetime, this individual personality or
any other confinement. When we do awaken we will be free of pain and
suffering and we will live in our natural state of abundance again, knowing
that it was just a dream and temporary separation.
Humans are evolving and growing in baby steps. Everyone is at a different
stage of evolution. All that we are here to learn is wrapped within our karma
and our lessons.
How does this affect the individual?
On micro-cosmic level is that it keeps the individual in extreme deprivation
from Nature and its abundant properties, and from feeling supported,
nurtured and loved by Divine Mother in the form of Nature.
I have spent years with self-help books and manifestation processes,
trying to clear financial blocks. Even with all of this work, why do I
continue to hit road blocks?
The deeper root causes have not been fully addressed. When the deeper
root causes are fully addressed then the outer manifestation systems are
clear for receiving. There can be many different causes that one has to be
traced back to the root.
How do I get myself out of the cycle of lack and limitation?
The answer is to change belief systems by cleansing with the forgiveness
prayers, including the family and lineage forgiveness prayers, positive
affirmations, mantras, the ho’oponono peacemaking practices. Keep a
journal as writing down our thoughts and feelings allows us to reflect back
on the different changes we’ve experienced in our belief systems. We often
do not see how we have grown, and it’s an incredible opportunity to witness
our own growth in belief systems.
Light transmissions are also very helpful for this. Light transmissions are
particularly effective in breaking up old stagnant belief systems, habits,
fear-based programming and behavior.

Are there any specific prayers or spiritual practices that I can use to
help me to open into abundance?
We will be including two specific forgiveness prayers in this month’s
program that will help to cleanse blockages to abundance One of the
prayers will be a Forgiveness Prayer by Howard Wills and the other will be
a forgiveness prayer that I will write specially for this month.
I will also offer an Affirmation statement that when used daily will change
your subconscious belief systems and reprogram them into a more positive
version of what you want to create through your subconscious mind,
ultimately helping you by raising your vibrational frequency above the ego
and its illusion.

